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The convening of a conference that includes multiple lectures, panels, 

experiential groups and the delivery of major papers, requires intensive 

and demanding organization by a large task group dedicated to this 

purpose. Conscious, less conscious and unconscious processes inform 

the work of this task group, as they do all groups. Creative and instinctual 

for control is ever present. Our aim in this article is to describe the 

dynamic processes that characterized this task group, which planned and 

Israeli Association of Group Facilitation and Therapy. We focus on four 

main topics that were prominent in the work of the task group: the set 

which the different sub-groups operated in general and the work of the 

subgroup that was charged with developing a pre-Conference program 

knowledge positioning as it emerged in the context of the Conference as 

a Large Group. These issues were present throughout the planning phase 

and manifested themselves through parallel processes. A theoretical 

conceptualization of the Conference as a Large Group is articulated with 

an emphasis on issues of power. The discussion focuses on two levels: 

second refers to the dynamics that evolved during the planning period. 

The relationship between the two levels is also addressed, along the 

lines of a content-process perspective. The need to understand and work 

with these complicated processes as well as the willingness to deal with 
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By those terms the article presents a theoretical foundation for the 

conception of the spontaneous state of mind as a therapeutic tool.

Keywords: Spontaneity, Mind, Role, Group, Psychodrama, Wittgenstein.
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Ada Michal Weinstein

The article presents the theoretical basis of the workshop I led in the 

“Groups and Identities” conference. At the workshop I tried to teach terms 

from Wittgenstein and Peirce’s theory and link them to psychodramatic 

actions.

Spontaneity is a fundamental part of psychodrama’s foundations and is 

also a crucial element in our ability to move between identities and roles.

The combination between Wittgenstein and Moreno under Peirce’s 

inspiration links terms of philosophy of language, psychodrama and 

the experience I tried to create at the workshop. This experience meant 

to awaken thoughts about spontaneity, what we know about it and the 

opportunities to use it. 

I suggest understanding spontaneity as a state of mind, because the term 

Following Wittgenstein, we can say that we are present in a state that 

enables the recognition of an appearance of spontaneity. Therefore I 

suggest the operative term: Spontaneous State of Mind. This term allows 

us to capture more widely the appearance of spontaneity and the way it 

operates in different situations, especially those that constitute change. 

This term better elucidates the perceived part of spontaneity and serves as 

a therapeutic tool that can be used in group or individual therapy.

The new terms I use in this article are Feeling, Intuition and Firstness 

(Peirce), Aspect Perception and Rule-Following Paradox (Wittgenstein), 

Spontaneity, Roles, Psychodramatic Techniques (Moreno). The terms I 

introduce are Spontaneous State of Mind and The Spontaneity Paradox.
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of these men in the therapeutic sector and more than that – in the larger 

Israeli community.

Keywords: unconscious, authority, borders, sensuality, virility, group-

consulting
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Four groups of orthodox-religious men were consulted by the author 

as part of their therapeutic studies, during three academic years in 

an orthodox-religious Jewish college. The groups  setting and the 

consultation followed the Group-Relations (Tavistock) model, and the 

primary task was to learn group processes from experience. 

Participants of various ages came to this program as a career change 

from other occupations, most of them not familiar with psychotherapy. 

The group work focused on the participants’ identity as a therapeutic 

authority - an occupation relatively new to the orthodox-religious sector 

a listening and containing position in contrast to looking for immediate 

external or internal. The insightful ability to cope with these three realms 

is a sine qua non for being a psychotherapist or a group-consultant.

In spite of strong inhibitions and resistance at the primary phases of the 

group-processes, a meaningful development was achieved by all the 

groups. It is well suggested that this model of group-work is an effective 

tool for training psychotherapists and group-consultants.

The growing capability of the orthodox-religious male-participants to 

relate to intra-psychic unconscious processes and to cope with their 

authority and virility in the group-work paves the way to the assimilation 
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Bibliotherapy is a therapeutic method which uses literary texts as a means 

to reveal and treat various human problems. The assumption behind 

ideas and experiences, enables one’s internal world to awaken. The 

concept presented in this paper argues that through a method of learning 

how to interpret Jewish Biblical and Talmudic texts in a group dynamic 

process, bibliotherapy can facilitate the development of personal identity. 

The learning process occurs as the participant contributes his own voice, 

and in turn listens to the other voices in the group. As he examines the 

different sounds they make he is able to reshape his own internal tune 

and create his own personal melody. This paper presents the process of 

two personal accounts that used Talmudic texts in a group setting. Each 

chapter includes a Talmudic text commentary which served as the base for 

the group’s activity. Each chapter also describes how the learning process 

can encourage the participant to express his personal identity, and examine 

it in a fresh perspective.
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The paper follows the workshop we led in the “Groups and Identities” 

conference. It describes our perception of the phenomenon of silencing as 

an intersubjective relational process where external forces and pressures 

meet internal subjective experiences. We describe the circumstances in 

which, consciously or unconsciously, under external pressure, the self 

agrees to renounce and give up its inherent voice, takes part in a violent 

transaction (Campbell), and thus experiences “attacks on linking” (Bion), 

and feels that his mind is under threat to lose its sense of continuity. The 

experience of being silenced is described also in terms of impingement 

(Winnicott). The paper brings some experiences from the workshop to 

illustrate one possible way to cope with silencing, allowing going-on-

being by learning from experience in a transitional space.

Keywords: silencing, attacks on linking, violent transactions, going-on-

being, intersubjective construction of relational-social processes
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The paper invites the reader to join the writer in her personal journey 

between identities. Along the journey she examines the concept of 

identity and its relevance to the professional terminology of psychology, 

psychoanalysis and sociology. 

The concept of identity is based on two apparently contradicting values: 

a sense of sameness on the one hand and difference and otherness on the 

other hand. In his article bearing the same title Freud coined the term 

“Uncanny” (Unheimlich), stating the co-existence of the familiar and the 

strange or threatening: The dark and the ominous is always lurking in the 

very heart of the homely and the familiar. 

The ability to contain and absorb the two senses of identity is the key to 

the establishing of a whole, integrative identity. Paradoxically, this kind of 

is sustained by the ability to contain and process different and sometimes 

problematic and unpleasant elements.

within the group which serves as a space of identity growth, both on the 

personal and collective level. The group is the playground for the dance of 

identities, sometimes constructing identity and sometimes reconstructing 

it. As identities meet, clash, submerge and divert, the whole group turns 

round in a common dance that allows a multiple of different identities to 

emerge and grow. 

Keywords: identity, familiar, strange, uncanny, similar, different.
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